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MOM’S STORY: THE LIFE OF KAY JAMIESON 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Many times in my adult life I have regretted the fact that I did not ask my parents more 

questions about their “growing up” years in Ontario, and their hardship years raising ten 

children on the bald prairie at Grassy Lake. 

 

I made up my mind that our children will know the answers to the many questions they 

might ask us. To do this, I have started on a project for all of us, three children and two 

grandchildren.  Each is to tell his or her story and together we will have a record of our 

family, with related pictures.  As of this year, 1987, they have all agreed to do this. 

 

Dad’s story was done as part of the Family History, and his war memoirs, in 1999. Bob 

did some of his history in a collection of stories given to the nieces for Christmas in 1997.  

 

Margie and Wendy still has to do theirs. 
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THE FARRIES FAMILY HISTORY 

 

Both sides of my family originated in Scotland. My father was a Farries and he married 

a McRae. The Farries were from the Dumfries area in the south west of Scotland, near 

the English border. (Gordon and Dorothy Farries visited the area in 1985 and found a 

stationary company run by a Farries family.  There are also some old records of the 

Farries family from that area.) The McRaes were from the western islands. (The McRae 

Castle is located near the Isle of Skye in western Scotland.). Dad and I visited the McRae 

Castle on one of their trips to Scotland.  

 

My grand-parents (John Farries, born in 1826 in Scotland and Jean Park Scott, born in 

Argyll, Scotland in 1834) came to Canada as young children. They grew up in Ontario. 

They met and were married in 1856 in the Fort Erie area. They raised a large family. 

Their children were Matthew, Walter, Margaret (Fisher), Mary, William John, Elizabeth, 

Robert, Jane and George. (John Farries died in 1885 and his wife followed a few years 

later. Both are buried in the Kinloss Cemetary in Lucknow, Ontario). My father, Robert 

Farries, was born in 1869 in Fort Erie. Robert married Mary Ann McRae of Lucknow, 

Ontario. Mother was the youngest of 4 children born to Duncan and Sarah McRae (nee 

McCharles), in a log cabin on 200 acre farm at Lucknow.  There was one son, Johnny 

who continued to live on the farm. Annie was born on Canada’s birthday, July 1, 1967. 

She married George Craig, from whom I got my second name.  My first name came from 

the next daughter, Catherine, who married a McKenzie and lived in New York.  I can 

well remember the boxes of beautiful clothing she used to send to us. Whatever was 

wearable as it came, or could be made over, Mother made good use of; but whatever was 

left, we could use for “playing house”.   How elegant we felt in New York clothing!  

Mother was the youngest daughter and did not marry until she was 28 years old. 

 

The McRae castle 
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Mother and her sisters, circa 1930. 

 
 

VISIT TO LUCKNOW, ONT. 

 

The year Wally and I drove to Ontario, we visited the McRae farm at Lucknow. A Mr. 

And Mrs. McKenzie now live there and we were warmly welcomed.  The house was 

easily recognized from pictures I used to see and it is still in good condition.  The interior 

has been changed around, but the owner described to us what it was when mother lived 

there. I even went upstairs and walked into her bedroom.  I asked where mother had been 

born, knowing it was before the house was built in 1890. She was born in a log cabin 

behind the house. The original log house is still there and it now attached to the house 

and used as a summer kitchen and a storage areas for wood, etc. The original barn is still 

standing, made from fieldstone half walls and the rest lumber. Many beautiful maple 

trees shade the farmyard. 

 

The present owner of the farm has in his possession the original promissory note on goat 

skin, for $100.00, signed by Duncan McRae. The total price of the 200 acres was 

$200.00.  He worked in the salt mines to pay off the farm. When it was time to build the 

house and man and his son were hired to use the field stones taken from the farm land. 

The price was $350.00 and it took them just one full summer.  The stones are still in first 

class shape each one different. This was Scottish craftsmanship at its finest. Developing 

this prosperous farm is an interesting story; how the trees were felled and the stumps left 

to rot while the crop was planted around them.  The wood lot  is still owned by one of 

Uncle Johnny’s sons. 
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The story of the McRae Family’s move from Scotland to Ontario can be read in a book 

written a relative of mothers, a McCharles.  This book, “Bemocked of Destiny”, is with 

the other family things at Wendy’s house. 

 
 

The Stone house at Lochnow, Ontario, where Kay’s mother 

(McRae) was born. 
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The Robert Farries and Mary Anne McRae 

marriage in 1901 
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Dad told me once of meeting Mary Ann at a Scottish dance competition, when mother 

was competing in the highland fling class.  They were married on April 3, 1901 and 

farmed for a time at Theslon, Ontario.  Shortly after their marriage, they sold all their 

wedding gifts (except the family clock which Wendy and Lanny have now), and moved 

to Yakima, Washington, in the USA. They bought a fruit farm but dad’s health broke 

down and his doctor recommended that he move to a drier climate. 

 

He chose southern Alberta where land was available at a cheap price. Before farming 

however, they moved to Taber, Alberta where dad made a living working as a carpenter.  

This was in 1906.  In July 1908 dad purchased a homestead south of Grassy Lake, a 

quarter section of land and moved his family there. It was the SE quarter of section 24, 

township 9, range 14, west of the 4th meridian.  They had a two storey house, which we 

presume dad built and he planted 1600 trees obtained through a farm assistance program.  

This windbreak was a landmark for many years. I was too young to remember, but my 

older sisters and brothers have told me stories about the pump organ which mother 

played.  She and dad used to load it into the wagon and ride to the Sherburne school to 

provide music for dancing. Being sincere Presbyterians, it surprised me that they were 

interested in this kind of  entertainment.  Dad was also a self-taught violinist.  There were 

good times on the farm, but the family also suffered from the ravages of drought, prairie 

fires and hard times, as well as a case of diphtheria, as did so many of the pioneers of 

their day. The accompanying picture indicates that we were not very prosperous on that 

farm. 

 

I was born there, Aug. 16, 1916.  We moved to central Alberta shortly thereafter. 
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The Farries family at Grassy Lake in 1914.  
(Irene and I are not in the picture since we had not been born yet.) 
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The deed for the land homesteaded at Grassy Lake 
 

 
 

 

 

VISIT TO THE FARRIES HOMESTEAD IN 1999 

 

In November, 1999, Bob, Jean and I went down to Grassy Lake and located the old 

homestead. It was a clear, warm day and was a wonderful experience for all of us.  The 

homestead is located south of Sherburne Reservoir, south of highway 3, between Purple 

Springs and Grassy Lake. We went  east of Purple Springs for 2.5 miles, then turned 

south for six miles and then went east again (just after crossing a big irrigation ditch), for 

3 miles.  Frank and Colleen Brewin, the ranch family that now owns the quarter, live on 

that corner.  The section line that leads to the Farries quarter goes through their barn yard. 
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Their son Brent was working on a fence along the road so we talked to him.  We chatted 

and then his dad came by, on his way to town.  They were very friendly and helpful. 

Frank knew the names of all the old homesteaders.  They still refer to the quarters they 

own by the names of the homesteader families (the “Farries” quarter, the “Canning” 

quarter across the road, etc.).  Brent then took us down through the yard down to the 

quarter.  The quarter is used for grazing.  There are two lines of trees, about 20 trees each 

that remain from the trees that dad planted.  All that is left of the old house is a slight 

depression in the prairie, and a few piles of rocks near where the barns were. The old 

house was moved many years ago, and is now a barn on Frank’s brother’s place (Brian 

Brewin), down the main road to the east.  

 

When you stand where the house was, you can see for 30 miles in every direction.  Today 

there are many stands of trees around farms in the distance, but in 1908 there must have 

been absolutely nothing but grass and sky. 

 

The Brewins are obviously interested in the history of their land, and just plain nice folks, 

so anyone else in the family who wanted to visit the place I would think would be most 

welcome. It was a wonderful experience for all of us.  We took a couple of branches from 

the trees near the house and are going to see if we can get them to grow at Bob’s and 

Wendy’s. 
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LOCATION OF THE FARRIES HOMESTEAD 

 

 
 

The south-east quarter of section 24. outlined in the middle of the map, is the Farries 

quarter. 

 

 

THE MOVE TO ELNORA 

 

When dad decided we would have to leave the prairies, (since it was so dry and the future 

did not look bright), he went on a trip north to the Elnora country. When he came home 

he brought with him two envelopes of black loam soil from that area, to show mother.  

That soil looked so good compared to the dry sandy soil of the farm where he had been 

trying to make a living.   

 

We made the move from Grassy Lake to a rented farm west of Huxley by train. The next 

move was to a farm in the hills 7 miles west of Elnora, on the height of land on Highway 

21 between the Lousanna and Elnora turnoffs.  The school age children attended 

Lakeview School and later on, the older brothers drove a van into the Consolidated 

School in Elnora, picking up other students on the way. Times were tough and dad earned 

extra money doing some roadwork with a team of horses and a fresno (blade). He later 

got a job of Tax Assessor in the area.  
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My memories of the farm are quite vague. It was a mixed farming area so we had cows, 

pigs, chickens and two dogs, Carlo and Boy. Brother R.D. and Roy made money trapping 

muskrats in the lake and I remember our water came from a spring. One of the things that 

I recall is the coloured windows in the front of the house. In trying to amuse myself I 

would sit on the grass and repeat the colours to myself, yellow, yellow, blue, blue. My 

own private Sesame Street. 

 

Brother Roy and sister Jean and our dog “Boy” on pond near the farm. 

 

 
 

In hunting season we ate lots of wild ducks. I remember the spot in the trees where the 

plucking was done. The birds were fist dunked in boiling water then stripped of their 

feathers. It was also berry country and they were picked by the tub full then canned for 

the winter. There were saskatoons, raspberries, strawberries maybe cranberries.  By 

winter mother had shelves full from which she would draw when company dropped by. 

These were busy years for mother especially in the morning, preparing eight school 

lunches each morning. 

 

There was a special path to the outhouse. This seemed to be in a category by itself. One 

used this path most discreetly, never interfering with anyone’s privacy on the two-holer 

in the trees.  When mother bought a box of apples, which in those days were individually 

wrapped, we welcomed the nice soft paper, a change from the Eaton’s catalogue. The 

newsprint pages were not too bad, but ooh, the shiny ones….  They were really only good 

for enjoying the coloured pictures. 

 

Christmas on the farm was a special event and had great religious significance. We 

alternated Christmas and New Year’s dinner with the Page family from Elnora. The table 
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was set for about 20 with both families and bachelor neighbours.  The tree was decorated 

with hand made ornaments and special candle holders which clipped onto the branches. I 

don’t think these were ever lit. Girls gifts were usually dolls, some of which were rag 

stuffed and cut-outs. The boys probably got sleighs, etc. 

 

Speaking of cut-outs, when the Eaton’s and Simpson’s  catalogues were out of date, they 

became a wonderful source of cut-outs for me. I could set up a whole household complete 

with people and furniture.  When I was by myself, I played “house” for hours. 

 

THE MOVE TO DELBURNE 

 

Dad was hired as a Tax Assessor for the municipal district of Hays, while we were on the 

farm, so he was away a great deal. I looked forward to Friday evenings when he would 

return, with a bag of peppermints.  This work led to a permanent job as Secretary-

Treasurer so as soon as he was firmly established, it was necessary to move the family to 

Delburne. The only house available was really not adequate for a family of 11, but by this 

time the three oldest children were away, so we could “make do”.  The last child, Irene, 

was born in this house and was named for the neighbour lady, an Agnes McLaughlin who 

attended mother at the birth. Mother was never in a hospital for the birth of a child.  

Nobody told me, at the age of five, that I was to have a new brother or sister, so it was a 

complete surprise for me. That morning brother Roy got up early that morning to put the 

fire on in the Quebec heater in the small living room. He saw a basket on the rug in front 

of the fire and thinking it was a basket of clothes to be ironed, he tossed it onto the couch 

nearby and was startled to hear a baby crying from such rough treatment on the first day 

of her life. 

 

I heard stories about the move from the farm, one of which was of the horses running 

away, but what I remember most is the job mother gave me to sit on the back porch and 

take care of her treasured family clock.  No doubt it was a ploy to keep me out from 

under her feet. 
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The House in Delburne  
 

 
 

 

The family at Delbourne in 1921. (I am the one in front by mother). 
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Me at age 4  (1920) at Pine Lake. 
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The Farries family at Delbourne (a few years later) 
 

 
 

 

There were 10 children.   

 

RD was born in Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, April 24, 1903.  He was a school teacher in 

several communities in southern Alberta and then lived at Lethbridge in his later years.  

(We lived with them for awhile when we first came to Lethbridge).  He died in 1964. 

 

Roy was born in Yakima, Washington Nov. 28, 1904.  He worked as a cowboy in 

southern Alberta and then in the oil patch.  He lived in Black Diamond in his later years). 

He died in 1974. 

 

Jean was born in Yakima, Washington, March 27, 1906.  She lived in Toronto for most of 

her life, then retired in Calgary. 

 

Jack (John) was born in Taber, Sept. 24, 1907.  He was a banker and worked all over 

Alberta.  He died in 1972. 

 

Isabel (Toots) was born in Taber, May 10, 1910. She married Harley Price.  They lived in 

several communities in central Alberta as a grocer.  
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Marie was born at Grassy Lake, June 8, 1911. She married Bow Smith who ran a garage 

in Delbourne.  They had a farm on the edge of town (with lots of pigs) that we used to go 

to in the summers as kids. Marie now lives in Red Deer.  

 

Robert was born at Grassy Lake Oct. 8. 1913.  He worked as a hardware man most of his 

life.  He married Jean, now Jean Taylor, who lives in Medicine Hat. He died in 1976. 

 

Beatrice was born at Grassy Lake, Dec. 5, 1914. She worked as a secretary in Calgary 

and married Art Apperley and had three kids.  Later in life she married Paul Bietz.  She 

now lives in Calgary. 

 

Catherine (Kay) was born at Grassy Lake, Aug. 16, 1916. 

 

Irene was born in Delbourne, Dec. 20, 1921.  She married Bill Ellison. They lived their 

early life in Ontario and then lived in Edmonton. She now lives in Red Deer. 

 

 

It became necessary for us to have a bigger house and by now dad’s job was secure so he 

traded the farm to a Mr. Bowerman for his house in Delburne. It was a well built house 

set on about an acre of land, with barns, chicken house and a large garden.  Mother put all 

of these to good use feeding the family. We kept pigs, chickens and a cow. The garden 

fed us all winter and vegetables were sometimes traded for kindnesses or produce from 

friends and neighbours. Sometimes we would trade our dry cow for a fresh one and have 

the excitement of a new calf. We were never allowed to see the birth.  The pigs were not 

kept too long, probably because we didn’t leave enough scraps to keep them alive. We 

did have chickens for years to supply us with eggs and Sunday dinners. We loved the 

springtime when the hens would set and would have a dozen or so little ones. 

 

The backyard had lots of room to play as well as a big woodpile, which the boys had to 

chop and stack, and a 6 strand clothesline, about 20 feet long. The property was 

surrounded on two sides by poplar groves which attracted lots of birds and made ideal 

places for building playhouses. I learned fear early in life, when it was my job to hold the 

chicken’s head on a block while brother Bob chopped it off. The sight of the chicken 

flopping around the yard was not a pretty sight for me. 
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Mom in new dress on the porch at Delbourne 
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My dad in his office in Delburne 
 

 
 

Delburne in the 1920’s 
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Graduation Certificate, from the cradle roll Department to the 

Beginner’s Department, 1921. 
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MEMORIES OF MY GROWING-UP YEARS 

 

I remember that Mother was a most organized housekeeper and she developed a sequence 

of duties which we all had to follow in our turn.  The first duty was of course, being a 

“gopher”, bringing food up from the basement, which was our cooler, setting the table, 

carrying water from the pump, emptying the bucket under the sink, stoking the stove, etc. 

 

The cow was a blessing for all of us, and a curse to those of chosen to look after her. I 

never did learn to milk her, for fear of being designated the daily milker in place of 

brother Bob who had a clever way of never being around at milking time. I did however, 

have the duty of bringing her in after school. She was turned out in the morning and I had 

to find her and drive her home in time for milking.  I think now of the miles I walked to 

find her, the days she decided to lie in the trees, very quietly, so her bell would not ring. 

It was futile to arrive at home with the story that I could not find her because I was 

simply sent out again to look for here, until I finally found her.  In winter she was kept 

inside and I had to squeeze along side of her to put food in the manger.  I was once 

hooked on her horn. She had to be led to the pump for water each day where she would 

drink a full tub full from a town pump that was very hard to pump.  I was still doing this 

at 18, which was most embarrassing to me because dad always insisted that it be done at 

12:00 noon when all the kids were coming home from school.  Dad showed his 

appreciation to me with the remark, “I’ll leave you the farm!” Such little consolation.  I 

was spared the job of cleaning out the barn, thank god! 

 

As we grew up we initiated to baking. The first things I learned to bake were muffins, 

cottage puddings, baking bread (I learned one step at a time, e.g. setting the spunge the 

night before, adding the flower in the morning, kneading, and forming into loaves and 

then baking).  About the same time we learned to do the ironing, starting with what we 

called “rough ironing”.  This was tea towels, underwear, etc., then we progressed to 

pillow cases, sheets, tablecloths, then later fussy things like men’s shirts, girl’s dresses 

and so on.  Of course we did all this by putting on a hot fire in the kitchen range 

(regardless of temperature of the day) heating the irons on the stove, then standing for 

hours on end, because it was a necessity to have it finished by evening. 

 

Because we were a big family in a not too big house, it was firmly established that 

everything had to be put in it’s place, even if it was midnight when guests left. Dished 

were never left until tomorrow. Four sisters slept in one bedroom, with two double beds, 

one dresser and one closet drawer. 

 

The big garden was a family project. Planting of potatoes usually was done on May 24th, 

before we went tot the local picnic and sports day, and we reaped on School Fair day in 

the fall.  We carried the potatoes in pails down into the basement. I also remember the 

coal for winter being delivered by a chute into a bin in the basement, creating a cloud of 

dust that settled on everything.  The supply of water too was everyone’s responsibility. It 

was carried from the town pump by pails and creamers which then had to be carried off 

in the form of “slops” from the kitchen.  The basement had a big cistern to catch the 

runoff from the roof. This was used conservatively to save for Monday washing. Now 
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that was a day! A fire was built in the stove, which heated boilers of water. White things 

were set to boil, then washed in a hand driven washing machine. The wringer was hand 

turned, which dropped the clothes into a rinse tub. The second rinse was a bluing for 

whitening. The product was called the “blue bag”. Hot or cold, all cloths were hung on 

the line. Robin Hood flour sacks were bleached then laid out on the snow or grass to 

catch the sunshine. Then came the dampening and ironing for everything but towels. 

 

The kitchen had a pump from the cistern, with a slop pail under the sink. The stove had a 

reservoir to heat water for dishes and Saturday night baths in the round tub. These were 

scheduled according to bedtimes. 

 

Saturday night was baking time. Most of the goodies went to the church or the Women’s 

Institute hall for a tea and bake sale. Mother would tell me that once I got all the baking 

dishes washed, I could go out to play. That seldom happened because she worked so 

quickly and efficiently that I could not keep up her, so stayed with it most of the morning. 

Washing dishes in our house was not complete until the sink and stove were cleaned and 

most often the floor was scrubbed.  

 

My entertainment was mainly in the outdoors, which gave me lots of freedom, with no 

restraining fences or rules.  Up the hill was a great gravel pit for digging, trees for 

climbing and run-offs areas in springtime for playing in the puddles.  My greatest desire 

in my younger years was to own a pair of rubber boots, but that was not to be.  In one 

parcel from Simpsons, I got a pair of shoes which brothers and sisters said were 

waterproof, so of course the first thing I did was walk through a puddle to try them out.  

Poor Mother, Gullible me. 

 

Mother set the rules in our house, and enforced them with a strong hand.  Dad was called 

upon only in severe cases.  He spoke very little, but when he did, we listened. I don't 

recall any disagreement between the two parents on points of behaviour. 

 

Because our parents had been brought up in the church, our lives were centred around the 

United Church.  When the union of the churches took place in 1925, they both agreed to 

leave the Presbyterian group.  The first little Sunday School was held in Dad's office.  I 

don’t recall whether there was even an instrument for music. When the new church was 

built, both parents were active in teaching Sunday School, and supporting everything that 

went on.  Mother sang in the choir, and Dad taught a Bible Class for years, and also 

helped with the soliciting of funds to keep the church alive.  I can remember how he 

hated that job, because he thought, as Christians people ought to take that responsibility, 

and not have to be goaded.          

 

The church in Delburne uses the baptismal font which the family donated in memory of 

our parents.  The day we dedicated it is memorable because of a very surprising incident.  

Marie, in spite of her deafness, made all the arrangements with the minister, and when the 

dedication time came, he asked if someone would represent the family in the ceremony.  

We all looked at Marie, thinking she had arranged it this way, so she took her place in 

front of the congregation, and without a slip, she repeated the ministers dedication.  This 
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of course was done entirely by lip-reading.  We found out after the service, that she had 

not been warned that she might have to do this.  How proud we were of her.   

 

My association with the church was regular attendance at Sunday School, playing the 

piano, singing in the choir, etc.  My happiest days were from 12 years of age when I was 

a Canadian Girl in Training.  The highlights of our years were Christmas candle-lighting 

ceremonies, Mother and Daughter banquets, camping at Kasota Camp at Sylvan Lake, 

($42.00 for 10 days), and special services when a representative from the provincial 

organization would come to speak.  We had wonderful leadership, and we took our 

religious training seriously.  The next age group had Young People’s groups which were 

co-ed, and the parties were fun - many of them outdoors at corn roasts, skating, etc. 

 

With CGIT (Canadian Girls in Training) friends, 1930. 
(mom is on the left) 

 

 
 

 

Sunday was observed strictly for company, walking, reading, and church.  I don't 

remember mother ever making a pie on Sunday.  Everything was prepared on Saturday, 

and we were allowed no sports, no cutting with scissors, no homework, sewing, etc. We 

kids resented these strict Presbyterian rules, but as long as we lived at home we respected 

our parents’
 
wishes.  Another Presbyterian belief was that  playing cards would lead to 

the ‘work of the Devil’.  We had lots of other card games, and it was not until the older 

ones in the family learned to play bridge, that playing cards were allowed in the house.  

For the same reasons, liquor was never served. An amusing incident took place when 

mother and Mrs. Campbell, another old Scot visited a new neighbour. The visiting 

committee for the Ladies Aid of the church called on a new member of the community.  

It was a hot day, and they were given the choice of something hot, or something cold. 

They chose something cold, a drink that tasted quite good. However, by the end of the 

visit, they were both feeling quite woosey, and went back to Mrs. Campbell’s place to 
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recover.  It was a great family joke that they had been served Dandelion wine, and they 

were too polite to refuse. Or too Presbyterian to know that it was intoxicating! 

 

I am writing this in the winter of l986-87 when we had a very mild winter.  I can 

remember the last year this happened in 1931, the beginning of the ‘Dirty Thirties’.  We 

lived right next door to the tennis courts, which were converted to skating rink in the 

winter.  Having no freezing weather, the courts were still there at Christmas time.  For a 

lark, we got the racquets out, had a game of tennis, then walked to the Delburne Lake for 

a skate.  There were a few years that the town council thought it not important to have a 

skating rink, perhaps mainly because of the expense in hard. times, so we used the hills 

made slick by the runners on the farmers’
 
bob sleighs. This was about the time the first 

Delburne curling rink was flooded, in the trees just down the slope and across the street 

from our place.  It of course was not covered, so we got a ringside view of what the 

roaring game was all about.  We kids loved the springtime when the ice became useless 

for curling, and we used to play on the rink, either with skates, or making up our own 

curling games.  Dad was a great curler, and loved. it so much.  Nothing made him so 

angry however, as to go to the rink to play four men who had been imbibing, and be 

beaten when they could scarcely see the end of the rink.  Both mother and dad were strict 

tee-todalers. 

 

The highlight of the cultural life in a small town was the one week of Chautaqua. The 

program included two plays, a lecture and 3 or 4 musicals.  Dad was always a “signer”, to 

guarantee the company its full money, and he never did have to pay because for the 

whole week the town hall was full.  We were allowed to leave school to attend the 

afternoon shows.  Mother did her part by giving up her bedroom to some of the artists, 

and feeding them their meals.  It was very exciting to us to be that close to someone we 

thought to be quite famous.  Perhaps the most exciting part of the whole thing was to 

view the good-looking, young, well dressed lady who spread her charm before the local 

businessmen, in persuading them to sign up.  Few of them could resist her charity, no 

matter what the risk.  To us girls in a small town, her clothes were so up-to-date.  We 

were full of envy, and probably copied her styles for sometime after.  Dad always bought 

a family ticket for I think about $20.00, so we had to share, he being left with only the 

lecture to attend! 

 

This week of entertainment was of real value to me, a young student of the piano. It was 

the only chance I ever had to hear some classical or  show music, and I can remember 

sitting at the piano, playing by ear the selections I had heard.  Before I took any lessons, I 

could 'play by ear' simple things, so, poor as we were, my parents offered me lessons with 

a Mrs. Thayer, who was a very good musician.  We paid $.50 for a half-hour lesson twice 

a week.  If I neglected my practising, mother would give me an ultimatum - ‘Practice, or 

you quit’. There were times that I did give it up, but before long I was begging to go back 

to it again.  Dear sister Jean came to my rescue and offered to pay for my lessons.  One 

year she even bought me a beautiful big book of classics, with the stipulation that I would 

have it if I learned to play “The Flower Song”.  That didn’t take me long, and I still have 

the tattered book which I take out now and then for old time’s sake. 
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I was fortunate that I had opportunities to use my piano training, in church, school 

concerts, and town concerts.  The first time I was to play a solo at the Christmas Concert,  

the teacher, Laura Little, made a crepe paper costume for me. It has a full skirt like a 

ballet dancer’s and when I got up on the stage to play, I was too short to get up on the 

stool by myself, so she had to come on stage and help me up.  I remember that part of the 

experience really well but I have no idea what I played! 

 

One favourite past-time in my earlier years was rolling hoops and old tires.  A discard 

from a baby buggy, with a metal ring was ideal for rolling.  The stick was made from 

lathing, nailed together at right-angles, used to direct the wheel. Tires were fun to roll up 

the wooden bridge over a swampy area at the bottom of our lot.  The trick was to roll it 

down without having it roll off the side, to be retrieved at some cost.  Stilts too were fun.  

Brother Bob made these for me. We became quite expert at this sport, and each new pair 

was made higher than the last. 

 

As soon as I could handle a big push-broom, I got a job with the janitor of the schools, a 

Mr. Armstrong, sweeping out the room after school was out.  Everyone in town called 

him Daddy Armstrong, and he had a very easy and cheap way of doing the cleaning.  I 

earned .10 cents a day for doing the room, two cloakrooms, and a teacher' s room.  

Mother insisted that I must not do the dusting until morning, so it meant early to school.  

Some years I increased my earnings by doing the whole of the old two-story school, 

which of course included the stairway and porch.  For that I got .20 cents a day.  I was 

rich! I could even do some shopping for Xmas presents from the catalogues.   One year I 

saved up enough to buy myself a new pair of skates. 

 

A big event in the family was the day Dad went to Stettler and bought a new piano.  I 

don't remember what happened to the old organ which sat in the living room, but I do 

remember how thrilled I was to try out the new instrument.  So many times I have 

wondered if I ever said THANK YOU to Mother and Dad.  I learned later that Dad paid 

$600.00 for the piano, and certainly I at that age didn't understand the sacrifices he must 

have made to do this for the family, and especially for me, because I was keen to take 

lessons, and was the only one of the family who continued with lessons.  This was in the 

l930’s when we had very few luxuries of any kind.  By this time could pick up tunes by 

ear, so I was anxious to learn more. 

 

I had a lot of respect for my parents, and I so often wonder how they clothed and fed a 

family of 10.  We were known to be the best dressed and cleanest children in school. A 

teacher once said he could pick out a Farries anytime.  There were strict rules about your 

clothes.  First of all, we had a Sunday outfit.  Next came the school clothes, which were 

removed as soon as we got home in the afternoon. Play clothes came next.  Mother sewed 

everything, and knit all our sweaters and stockings.  (We didn't wear slacks but instead 

had long knitted socks, over long underwear in the winter.)  I well remember the first  

 

A new outfit! 
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"store bought" coat I got when I was in Grade XI.  I can still see a picture of it in the 

Eaton’s catalogue. I felt like a queen because it even had a fur collar, my very first.  I was 

a problem to Mother.  I was always climbing tree, robbing blackbird’s nests, scuffing my 

shoes (which would not be replaced until I grew out of them, consequently I can show the 

scars of the corns I had). 

 

 

This brings to my memory the row of spruce trees that Dad and brothers so lovingly 

planted along the north fence.  They dug them up from the river bank at great expense of 

time and energy, and all our slop water went toward getting them to root.  One day I was 

riding down the hill in someone’s red wagon, when I lost control and broke off the top of 
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one of these precious trees.  Well, I was in disgrace.  The story has an ending satisfactory 

to me - it was the only tree that survived after all that tender loving care.  It stood for 

years, and every time I saw it, I felt a sense of justice. 

 

August was a busy time.  The house smelled constantly of pickles bubbling on the back 

of the cook stove.  Nothing was wasted from our garden, although lots was given away.  

It was also berry picking month - saskatoon, cranberries, raspberries, chokecherries, 

strawberries (there were patches near home that would yield us a bowlful for supper.) By 

the end of the season, the shelves in the basement were full of quart and one-half gallon 

jars.  Even the rhubarb and prune plums (which were the cheapest fruits), were preserved.  

Garden vegetables were canned and others dumped into bins for the winter.  Mother also 

canned chicken and stew meats for quick meals when guests dropped in unexpectedly.  

Eggs were preserved in a big crock of waterglass.  I will never forget the slimy feeling I 

got on my hands and arms as I reached down to bring up eggs for baking. 

 

We had an immense bin for potatoes, which it seemed to us always had to be picked up 

on School Fair day in the fall.  The basement also had a large bin which held coal 

dumped down the chute.  The woodpile in the back yard would be replentished for winter 

burning. 

One of the lasting principles our parents taught us was that anyone our senior in years or 

education or position, deserved the title of Mr., Mrs., Dr., Rev., etc. This applied 

particularly to our teachers (who were not to be questioned), and particularly the minister 

of the local church, and the doctor. Even when I went to Toronto to work, first names 

were not acceptable in the Chamber of Commerce office, not even among the girls on 

staff. This stayed with us for years, and when I was working later in life, I found it 

difficult to call my boss by a first name.  I do wonder if we have lost something of respect 

in this modern world. 

 

Our sex education was minimal.  Mother told us very little, the norm for those times, so 

we learned what we knew from discussions with friends, and watching animals and 

nature.  One event in my young life could have been a disaster.  When walking home 

from school one day, past a thick grove of poplar trees, a big boy (Arthus Latham) whom 

I hated because of his filthy dress and crude manners, appeared out of nowhere and 

started dragging me off into the trees.  This happened on the top of the hill next to the 

residence of the local doctor, Doctor Gillespie.  It so happened that just at that moment he 

was returning home, and he heard my screams.  He yelled to the boy who let me go and 

he took off.  I was terrified, and ran home after the doctor found me to be O.K.  I really 

didn't understand what could have happened to me, but I sensed that it was something I 

could not talk about, least of all to Mother.  I kept it to myself, but was in constant fear of 

coming anywhere near that boy, so chose different routes to and from school.  Nobody 

knew why.  Unfortunately there seemed to be nobody I could talk to about this affair and 

it haunted me for years. 

 

I really do wonder how our parents provided us with sporting equipment.  It was not 

expensive or good, but adequate for learning.  Dad always bought a family membership 

for skating and tennis, and we always were given time to join in these sports. During my 
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school years, my peers were more interested in the “Flapper Age”, where girls stood 

around looking pretty, wearing makeup and flirting with the boys. Consequently they 

were not interested in sports, so I joined the boys in hard ball, and even tried football.  In 

the next grade, I played basketball with girls two years my senior, and about a foot taller.  

There was great rivalry between the schools, and we played many games against Great 

Bend, Lousana and Elnora, and of course were always competing in the district sports 

days.  We not only played team games, but entered into all the track and field events too. 

 

Housecleaning time twice a year was a co-operative effort of the whole family. Every 

room was completely cleared out and thoroughly scrubbed or varnished, and rearranged 

where possible.  I remember one job I would do during my noon hour, dusting coil 

springs in the sofa with a brush.  This of course happened out on the lawn.  When the 

walls needed papering, Mother hired Seba Austin to do the job, thank goodness.  Bea and 

I were always elected to wash the storm windows in the fall. There were lots of them. 

 

One never becomes too self important growing up in a big family.  It may rob one of 

some self confidence, from being put down by older brothers and sisters, but I was an 

energetic young thing, with rather a loud voice and laugh, so was always told to "hush 

up".  I lived with the feeling until I had a relationship with a boy friend who built up my 

ego.  He used to get angry with me when I did not know how to accept a compliment. 

 

I must have been a dependable student in High School, because when one of the teachers 

on staff was absent for any reason, I would be asked to supervise the class. It gave me the 

opportunity to realize that teaching would be my profession in later life, and also built up 

my self confidence. 

 

This was a happy time for me.  My parents made many demands, but I liked school, and 

did not find it too difficult to stay within the narrow bonds of our parents’
 
restrictions.  

We had lots of free time with no strings attached except that we must be on time for 

dinner, and playtime was only after we had finished our work or homework.  After school 

I would report home, then go off to play. This meant playing ball, or just rambling in this 

beautiful park land area to climb trees, set up playhouses, pick flowers, dig in the gravel 

pit, playing cowboys and Indians. After supper the favourite games were Run Sheep Run, 

Anti-I-Over (around the church, before they planted trees), Knock the tin can, I want a 

beckon, and in winter, Fox and Geese in the snow. 

 

In winter we did lots of skating either on the local rink or on Delburne Lake. Sometimes 

we made excursions to the Red Deer River when it seemed to be safe, when we would 

have miles to go on sheer clean ice.  Wally's cousins, Harry and Jack Jamieson, were 

great sports and I can remember the miles I skated with them.  Now and then Delburne 

would have a skating carnival with everyone in costume.  Jean happened to be home at 

the time of one of these, and dressed as the Devil.  I don't remember what my costume 

was, but I do remember the race we had when I beat Jean, who was on speed skates, and 

everyone said of me that I  “skated to beat the Devil”.  I must admit that the only reason I 

won the race was because Jean fell on one of the turns. 
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Schools at that time always had two recesses, one morning and one afternoon. These 

were great times especially when the principal liked sports and would forget to ring the 

bell at the end of the 15 minutes were up. 

 

Usually the Farries girls were known for their good behaviour in school.  There was one 

exception.  Bea, who seldom did anything naughty, promoted an April Fools joke on the 

principal.  I thought it was a lark, so we talked all but two of the students to take off from 

school at the last recess, to disappear down the railway track.  It was a cold April day, 

and we were glad to get back to the school barn where the country kids kept the vans and 

horses.  Nothing happened until Monday morning.  One look at our red-headed teacher 

Mr. R.J. L. Wright, told us that the prank was NOT FUNNY.  We were sent home to get 

an apology, sighed by ourselves and our parents.  Writing the apology was the easiest 

part of it (which, of course we expected).  We were always taught that the teacher is 

always right, so mother let us suffer and sent us off to Dad's office.  His comment was, 

“You got yourselves into this so you can get out of it the best way you know how".  So, 

back and forth we went with no success, so we signed the note ourselves and very timidly 

set it on the teacher’s desk.  He would have none of that, so sent us home again, and said 

we were expelled until he got the proper signatures on it.  Our poor parents, rather than 

suffer the embarrassment, signed the note and we went back in school, a humbler and 

wiser pair.  It was never revealed that we were the perpetrators of this dastardly deed!  

Until now. 

 

I had made somewhat of a record of perfect attendance in school, receiving the annual 

prize at the end of the year for 7 consecutive years of elementary school. I tried to 

continue this record, which led to one of the biggest disappointments in my life.  During 

high school I was playing softball with a town team which was winning a lot of games in 

the district.  We were invited to go to Calgary to play against the Hudson Bay Beavers.  I 

just couldn't believe that my mother would deny me this privilege just because it would 

mean missing one day of school. I could not find the courage to ignore mother's decision, 

it was laid down with a very firm hand as always, but I resented it deeply, and it took a 

long time for the hurt to heal. 

 

On one of our exploratory walks up in the School Section, north west of town, a group of 

young 10 or 11 year old girls discovered two beautiful sloughs (we called them lakes), 

surrounded by trees, and far from the prying eyes of local people.  Since we were at that 

time studying Indians in school, we could see the possibility of having a living 

experience of Indian life ourselves.  Whenever we could escape from home after school 

or on week ends, we were there establishing two tribes  (with good indian named of 

course, though my memory of that is not good), one on each of the lakes.  We even 

staged an Indian battle, complete with hand-made bows and arrows.  On one of these 

episodes, one of the girls go hit with an arrow, and, because this was such a secretive 

society, we did not dare tell how it happened, in case we would be denied the freedom to 

continue our Indian life.  We carried this on for sometime, but outgrew it in one short 

summer.  On visiting Delburne in later years, it was sad to see that Jack Brown had 

cleared all the trees on the hill and planted a crop.  The hill was even named for him. 
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HIGH SCHOOL 

 

I completed Grade VIII with an honours certificate,  and after finishing Grade XI, there 

was nowhere to go, since Grade XII was not being taught in Delburne.  I did so want 

teachers' training, and I could have taken it then to get a Second Class Certificate.  There 

was no money for anything further, but I made up my mind I would not be satisfied with 

anything less than a First Class Certificate.  Schools were beginning to demand it, and 

certainly it was going to be difficult enough to get a school in those depression years with 

hundreds of applications for every school opening. 

 

About that time a new music teacher came to Delburne one day a week, and since mother 

would not hear of me going anywhere to work for my board to get my Grade XII, I 

decided to stay at home until the opportunity arose for something else.  Mother agreed to 

give the teacher room and board each week to pay for my lessons.  Katie Williams (later 

Katie Cameron) listened to my playing and decided to place me in the Junior Grade 

studies.  By Christmas time she realised this was no challenge to me, so I moved into the 

Intermediate Grade, and by June I was  ready to take my first music exam.  Along with 

this study, I took three Grade XII subjects, Composition, Mathematics and Literature by 

myself.  I practised the piano all morning, then studied in the 'boys' bedroom all 

afternoon.  I was successful in passing all subjects. 

 

At the end of that year there was still no Grade XII in Delburne, so I decided to 

concentrate on my music.  I was now in the A.T.C.A. program which is usually a two 

year study, but Katie decided that if I worked hard at it, I could do it in one. I wonder 

now how Mother and Toots (who was at home this year before her marriage to Harley 

Price) could shut out those constant scales and arpeggios, etc.  I took Form and 

Counterpoint which were required for a degree.  I passed the exam in June, but of course 

did not have all the other credits for the degree.                      

 

During these two years I had the benefit of a friendship with a violinist, Howard Stringer, 

who taught school at Great Bend, a country consolidated school.  He came to town every 

Saturday, and we would spend some time playing duets. I became so interested in the 

violin that I started taking lessons from him, and even played in a small concert orchestra.  

I have to sympathise with the family who objected to listening to a squawky violinist 

early in the morning, so this did not continue very long. 
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Me and Bill Smith as a baby 
 

 
 

 

Finally, with the urging of my Dad, the School Board put Grade XII back into the school, 

and hired a very young man Bus Colley to teach grades 9 to 12.  So I spent this year back 

in school, and came out with an honours diploma, my Senior Matriculation.  But now, 

how to get some money to go to Normal School?  Sister Bea had been working at the 

local creamery, and in Dad' office since graduating, and she offered me $300.00 which 

she had saved, and mother agreed to fit me out with clothes, so I applied to Calgary 
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Normal School in 1935 and was accepted.  Sister Toots who lived in Calgary, who had 

her first baby Shirley, had a spare room. We agreed that I would live with them, do what 

baby-sitting they needed and pay them $5.00 a month. This did not give me much to go 

on, since I had to buy supplies, personnel necessities, train fare to get home at Christmas, 

etc., and consequently I had nothing left for streetcar fare.  I was living on the south side 

of the river so I had a long trek up the hill, with my lunch, regardless of weather.  At the 

end of the year I was $15.00 over my budget. 

 

Bea and I, Roy Cambell and a friend of Bea’s, about 1930. 
 

 
 

MY CAREER 

 

It had been two long years since passing Grade XI,  during which time I didn't get far 

from home, but did have a good time with all the young people in town.  I was introduced 

to bridge (which sent me home with a nervous stomach ache), took some minor roles in 

the local Dramatic Society, and generally took my place in the community. In addition, of 

course, to studying music. I was a very green country gal when I got to Normal School, 
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where I was placed in Class IC - a group of very sharp, aggressive girls.  That class was 

the first in the history of Calgary Normal School to nominate and elect a female president 

of the students' council.  It seems now that nine months was a very short training period 

to prepare us to go into a school with full responsibility for many grades.  The instruction 

must have been very good, because most of us went on to be pretty good teachers. 

 

TEACHING AT BENTLEY 

 

After graduating, my task was finding a school by writing applications. Peter Morris 

hired me on staff in his general store in Delburne, with the understanding that I could 

take time off for the trips I would need to take.  There were many.  Dear Dad drove me 

many miles in this search, and I was eventually success in getting a school in the Elnora 

area, with ten grades and about 40 students.  I signed the contract, full of enthusiasm, but 

when it dawned on me what I was in for, I got frightened.  I didn’t have to worry for 

long, for a few days later I got a phone call from a school board west of Bentley, offering 

me their school with 6 grades and about 15 students, a much easier proposition.  What to 

do?  Could I break a contract in my first year of the profession?  Dad was a very 

respected person in the area, and I'm sure this was a help to me in getting my release from 

the first school. Which he did. He then willingly drove me to Bentley to sign the contract 

to work there. I couldn’t
 
believe my luck being able to live in that beautiful Blindman 

Valley.  I was asked to sign for $750.00 for the year, and was offered a small teacherage 

(a small house near the school) for $10.00 a month.  The rule made by the government 

that $50.00 was the minimum salary in the areas which had not been hit badly by the 

drought.  Remember, this was at the height of the depression.  I did not was to live by 

myself, but I did not dare to argue, so I signed at Dad's advice. This later turned out to be 

right.  Not too long after the school opened, the Inspector arrived, and when I told him 

the salary arrangement - he immediately took steps to get me the $10.00 retroactive to 

Sept. 1st.  I was popular in the district, and there didn’t seem to be any resentment on the 

part of either the parents or the school board. 
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1936 Class, Stevensen School 
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The Stevensen School near Bentley, 1936. 
 

 

 

 

A school trip to the Blindman River 
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A school picnic 

 

 

 

Playing William Tell at the Hansen’s 

 

 
 

I boarded with the Hansen family for $25.00 a month, and I was very happy there.  The 

school was just one-half mile away, and they offered me a ride on weekends when they 

went to Sylvan Lake to shop.  Mrs. Hansen was a economical, but very good cook, and I 

particularly liked the lunches she packed for me.  There was often a little container of 

stew or soup which I could set up on the top screen of the old Waterbury furnace in the 
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corner of the little school, which would be warm by noon hour. 

 

Hans Peter was a very domineering father and head of the household.  No one argued 

with him.  In fact, no one even talked at the table, which was so strange to me. His 

daughter Marie told me that “Papa doesn’t allow us to talk at the table”. I was so 

uncomfortable with that, so I made up my mind to change it if I could.  Bit by bit he 

would answer my questions, and would even sometimes strike up conversations with me, 

but never with his daughters. He was most generous in offering me a ride, as were many 

of the Norwegians of the district.  I had two completely happy years at Stevensen School. 

 

To a young beginner teacher, the Inspector's visit was a day to fear.  One that stays in my 

memory was my second.  There was a special band playing at Sylvan Lake, so Marie 

Hansen and I got there somehow.  I left the school just behind the students, with of 

course did no preparation for the next day.  We danced all evening then went to stay with 

Laura, Marie's sister, for overnight with the promise that she would “get me to the school 

on time”.  Wally and a friend walked us home, and it seemed too early to go to bed, so 

we played cards. After the boys left, the three of us climbed into one bed an attempted to 

sleep.  I had no faith in the alarm clock, so stayed awake the rest of the night.  Laura did 

drive me right to the school, just in time to ring the bell.  Very shortly after - believe it or 

not - the Inspector, Mr. Thurber drove into the yard.  What a day I had.  Trying to “fake 

it” was useless, but somehow I got through the day, and his comments on my report were 

kind to me in spite of my lack of preparation. 

 

GETTING TO KNOW THE JAMIESON FAMILY 

 

My friend Lea had gone to CGIT summer camp with an Edith Jamieson from Sylvan 

Lake, a cousin of the Jamiesons that I knew from Delburne.  When I went to Bentley, she 

told me to look Edith up. It was my good fortune that the Hansens did their socializing 

and shopping in Sylvan Lake mostly every week end, so it was very simple to make 

myself known to the Jamieson family.  I soon had a standing invitation to come and stay, 

and I took advantage of it many times over the two years, and of course there was a 

bonus, a good looking brother named Wally, who drove me back to my boarding house 

on Sunday evenings.  If he was not available, his dad took his place.  The hospitality of 

that home was outstanding, and I was a lucky girl to have discovered it. 

 

Edith and Eston were at this time married, and they asked me to go to Banff for the 

weekend.  Cyril Carscaden, a young banker was going, and at the last minute Wally 

decided to join us.  We stayed at a motel, and the highlight of the trip was a hike up 

Sulphur Mountain.  Cyril and Wally made it a contest to see who could get to the top 

first, pulling me along with them.  I was not that conditioned to mountain climbing, but 

had a ball trying. 

 

On old family friend, Roy Hutton, often picked me up at the boarding house for an early 

morning fish at Gull Lake.  This happened on a Saturday morning, after a late night of 

dancing, probably at a country school.  I had just come home and was preparing to go to 

bed for a few hours of sleep when I heard Roy's car pull into the yard, so I knew what 
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was up.  I quickly changed, and was out the door and away.  The Hansen's were 

somewhat confused with all this coming and going, but by this time nothing surprised 

them much.  I brought home a big pike which Mrs. Hansen cooked for dinner. 

 

 

Trip to Banff with Wally, Edith and Eston, 1936. 

 

 
 

 

 

A COLD WINTER 

 

That first year in Bentley, 1936, was one of the coldest winters on record, so we didn't go 

far from the farm because of drifted roads and cold temperatures.  Marie Hansen became 

very ill with an abscess in her throat.  It was essential that we get her to the doctor in 

Bentley. Mr. Hansen hitched the team to the bob-sleigh while Mrs. Hansen heated stones, 

and collected blankets and overcoats.  We bundled Marie up and we got into the sleigh 

full of hay to drive the four miles at 20 degrees below 0.  She was feeling better for the 

trip home, and we did manage to stay fairly warm.  A new experience for me. 

 

Everything about that two years in the country was a new experience.  Putting on a 

Christmas concert (with half the students in a measles epidemic) on a very cold night, 

was, to say the least challenging.  Wally and a friend came up to see the production. 

 

The biggest boy in the school was supposed to be the fire starter - that is in good weather.  

If it was really cold he didn't turn up, so I was left to do the job. Many classes were 

conducted on chairs set around the furnace until the place warmed up. 

 

Norwegian hospitality was very special.  Bad weather was no excuse for calling 

off a visit with neighbours.  I well remember going to a house party in a bob sleigh.  The 
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party was joyful with a monstrous meal at midnight, completely obvious to the weather 

outside.  We started home across the field which by that time was covered with huge 

drifts covering our previous tracks.  Alfred Haarstad just gave the horses their heads, and 

they brought us back safely to the ranch. Across the road from the Hansen farm lived an 

old Norwegian bachelor.  Anytime I needed to go to town, I could call him and he would 

tell me that Yes, he had been going anyway.  I didn't believe him, but that was the kind of 

hospitality common to that area.  To reject his offer would have meant offending him. 

 

With all the snow we had, and west winds, the road allowance was almost completely 

covered over to such a degree that I could walk all the way to school on big solid drifts. 

 

TO VANCOUVER ISLAND 

 

I was rehired for another year so I could make plans for the summer.  A friend, Marnie 

McKay who had taught in Delburne, asked me to go to summer school in Victoria, B.C. 

with her.  By this time I had decided I wanted to be a primary teacher, so we took courses 

in that direction.  We had six weeks of perfect weather so had lots of picnics, evening 

swim parties, discovery trips, one of which stands out in my mind:  a boat fishing trip in a 

small motor boat to Salt Spring Island. We came home by way of Seattle where we 

visited Stanley Storey from Delburne, and a friend.  We had little or no sleep there, aid 

the bus trip home without a stop was a disaster.  We were exhausted, and it took some 

time to recover.  However, my first real trip has happy memories. 

 

Summer school 
 

 
 

 

A boat trip on Salt Spring Island with Slim Dickensen 
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September found me anxious to get back to teaching.  I lived in the same boarding house, 

and had three new students.  The fall was beautiful in harvesting time.  Alfred Haerstad, 

the big rancher in the area, owned the steam threshing rig and did most of the farms with 

the farmers making up the crew.  Every afternoon at 4:00 o'clock, Alfred's wife, Clara 

would stop at the school to pick me up and we would go to wherever the rig was 

working.  We prepared a huge meal for the men.  I had never seen such quantities!  

Vegetables were cooked in a big canner.  Tables laden with pies and cakes were ready.  

At sundown the crew came in and wolfed it down, after which we cleared the tables, then 

sat down to eat what was left.  Then of course came the dish washing.  It was a new 

experience for me, and I got to know most of the parents of my students. 

 

TEACHING AT ECKVILLE 

 

By spring I was keeping my ear open for a position in a town school.  Marg McKinnon 

was leaving the Eckville school for a year off to upgrade her second class certificate, so I 

immediately applied for her job in the primary room.  I asked Alfred Haarstad to give me 

a recommendation, and he said he would do so if I would promise to come back to 

Stevenson School if I did not get the new job.  I gambled on that, and won.  I did not get 

the primary class because Margaret Gardener had just been hired for that, but I was 

offered the Grades 4,5, and 6 instead, with emphasis on music.  Consequently I had to 

change my plan to become a primary teacher. 

 

Summer came.  Wally was at this time going to school in Los Angeles, taking a radio 

course, so a past girlfriend, Donna, and I planned a trip by bus down to see him.  The bus 

ticket was $51.00, and when I counted in hotel costs, etc., I was $30.00 short.  I had paid 

back another $100.00 on my loan from Bea, so the only way I could manage this trip was 

to ask Dad for help.  Dear Dad, I went to his office and told him my problem, and he 

handed me his personal cheque book, and said to make it out for whatever I needed.  That 

represented a month’s groceries, but he willingly handed it over.  I hope I appreciated 

what he did for me. 

 

I was really excited about working with a staff of four, and having a social life where 

there were lots of young people.  I lucked out for a place to live. Mrs. McKinnon and 
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Margaret had an extra two rooms, so they took in the principal and myself.  I stayed with 

them for two years, and though we had to move a few times, I loved living with them.  

There were lots of activities in town.  Two young bankers had quarters in the back of the 

bank, where a lot of the activities were centred.  We attended lots of country dances, and 

those in the town hall.  Girls paid their own way in (because young men couldn't afford 

two tickets) and the group did not pair off), and at the end of the evening, someone would 

walk you home, which in my case was just two blocks. 

 

Six weeks after arriving in Eckville, the principal took a liking to me, and started asking 

me to marry him.  Certainly I had not desire at this point.  He was very brilliant, 

consumed books at great speed, a good teacher and principal, and had a fine sense of 

humour. He was also a poet, and had some of his poetry published in a Canadian 

Anthology. His wit was spontaneous and original, making him good company. In spite of 

his delicate physique, he was fond of the mountains, and had spent a lot of time climbing 

and hiking around Banff in his earlier years. One weekend the four teachers of Eckville 

took a day trip to Banff.  This brought on a sentimental mood, and as we left Banff, he 

started to recite one of his own poems, written in quatains. He continued this for miles 

and miles, never even seeming to hesitate.  We never did know how much of it he had 

written, or how much he ad-libbed.  He really had a very brilliant brain, I was not sure 

what was I doing as a companion for such a person. I became quite fond of him, in times 

of sobriety, but I soon discovered his dependence on liquor.  He was subject to periods of 

deep depression, and tried to cure it with a bottle.  I tried to help him, but I was 

unfamiliar with such a problem, so I could only be sympathetic. He showered me with 

compliments, flowers and gifts.  Since I would not accept an engagement ring, he 

surprised me with a beautiful cedar chest, which to him, signified our relationship.  In all 

honesty, I did not share his feelings, but one week we went to Calgary to a Teachers
 

Convention.  I bought myself a beautiful evening gown for the dance at the Palliser, and 

along came a corsage of two orchids, brought all the way from Hawaii.  This was pretty 

heady stuff for a small town girl, and I enjoyed the excitement of the “big city”.  One 

other week end when Wally drove me back to Eckville, we were no sooner in the house 

that this man in my life arrived at the door with a dozen long stem red roses for me.  He 

just never gave up.  I was angry and embarrassed, but who can turn down an expression 

of devotion like that? One rather amusing event of this romance was the year the school 

principal came to Delburne with me for Christmas. In his usual manner, he had brought 

my mother a large bouquet of chrysanthemums, which, when the box was opened, they 

looked very wilted, obviously had been touched with frost.  However, I was suspicious 

that the wilting was caused more by Mother’s frozen response than the temperature.  He 

stayed at the Delburne hotel. Then one morning I got a phone call from Wally telling me 

he was on the way over to see me.  I made a quick trip over to the hotel to tell the 

principal to pack his bags and get on the train to Calgary.  The locals were a bit confused, 

I must say. After we left Eckville, he wrote me letters that were masterpieces of literature.  

He never gave up. 

 

Wally and I drifted apart during this period, though his family remained loyal to me, 

bless them. War was declared on Sept. 3, 1939, and Wally joined the forces right away, 

so I did not see him for many years after that.  I well remember sitting at the breakfast 
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table at McKinnons, having breakfast when the news of the war came to us on the radio.  

Little did we know then how disastrous it was to be. 

 

ROYAL VISIT 

 

The day King George VI and Queen Elizabeth visited Edmonton on their 1938 Cross 

Canada Tour brings mixed memories back to me.  Schools were given the day off, so our 

staff contracted to take all four classrooms to the city to join in the festivities.  We caught 

an early train, everyone dressed in their best (including new shoes which proved to be a 

big mistake later in the day), and carried a lunch.  That train was not known for its speed, 

and of course, that day, was stopping at every small town. There was great shunting 

around, in fact it seemed we were going backward almost as much as forward.  At Red 

Deer we joined the main line, so that part of the trip went a bit faster.  When we 

disembarked in Edmonton, we were some distance from Kingsway Avenue, so we had 

quite a walk.  We found our designated bleacher seats, and there was great excitement 

and flag waving.  This. was a very emotional experience for me, being a royalist, and 

when the procession went by, my eyes were filled with tears although I really didn't have 

a very good look at the couple I admired. I wonder how many of the students remember 

this as an important time in their lives? The next trek was to a park where the kids could 

relax and have lunch, and get their blisters treated.  Bennett, the principal, suggested to 

Marg and me that we could take an hour off while he and Adu did the herding.  We 

walked down the avenue to the Corona Hotel, found a public bathroom with a bath tub.  

Off came our shoes and nylons, and we gleefully soaked our feet.  Now, back to the park 

and another rather long walk back to the train station.  After boarding and counting noses, 

we were one short.  It was easy to guess who was missing, and after much searching, we 

finally found him (Russel Haven), hiding in the washroom.  He was not at all humble 

when we found him, he had accomplished what he set out to do.  By this time daylight 

was fading, and kids were falling  asleep wherever they could get comfortable.  The trip 

to Red Deer went well, but the long trip on the west line with the usual stops seemed to 

be endless.  Some clowns who were still awake would walk down the aisle, tap someone 

on the shoulder and ask "Weren’t you supposed to get off at Eckville? We’ve just past 

it!”
  
Poor exhausted little ones.  Ah, the joys of being a teacher. At least all of these 100 

or so kids could say that they had seen the King and Queen of England and the British 

Empire. 
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The Queen and King of England, 1938. 
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TEACHING AT BASHAW. 

 

By the end of the second year, I gave up the idea of teaching primary grades, and was 

delighted to be hired on at Bashaw for Grades 5 and 6 in a 5 room school, with music 

instruction throughout the school.  I got a boarding house in one owned by Dr. Raper, 

who had been our family doctor in Delburne.  It was rented by a farm family who owned 

a pig farm, and fed me nothing but pork until it began to show on my complexion and 

temperment.  I was not treated with respect as I thought I should be, being a teacher in the 

town, so I went knocking on doors trying to find a better family to live with.  A young 

couple, with one little girl (Phyllis and Benny Holt), took me in and gave me a wee little 

room big enough for a single beg and a dresser, with a curtain separating it from the 

living room.  I was so happy there. 

 

After living in a free thinking
 
town, I discovered that Bashaw laid down narrow lines for 

local teachers before they even got there.  I tried to fit into the mould, but felt stifled with 

losing my right to make my own decisions. 

 

My career plans were changed suddenly when in the first week of school, when I was just 

settling in with a class of about 26, and two grades, I had a visit from the School Board.  

They were having a difference of opinion with their primary teacher, and she didn’t show 

up on Sept. 1st.  They suggested that I take the class for a week until something was 

settled, while my class would be split up into the other classrooms.  It was not too 

difficult to make the change, thinking it was only temporary.  However on the next visit, 

the School Trustees decided I was handling the class O. K. and would I continue for the 

year?  This was a disappointment, but of course I had no choice, so  I accepted the 

challenge if they would buy me supplies to replace those I had thrown away, and pay me 

more money. 

 

The class was not an easy one, 41 students in Grades 1 and 2, eleven of whom were 

definitely slow learners, with little chance of going far in school.  I did what I could, and 

apparently did a satisfactory job, because I was asked to come back the following year.  

When I joined the profession, I had a great fear of being relegated to the role of the 

typical dull school marm, so I made up my mind never to work at it more than 5 years a 

stretch, either go on to further education, or travel, or change my profession completely.  

My decision to quit was quite easy, mainly because I had not saved enough money to 

follow the other courses. 

 

While in Bashaw I played a lot of table tennis, mostly with the mature high school 

students, and I joined a ladies' hockey team.  We played in a district league, and one very 

snowy night we were to play Red Deer, but the roads were closed.  The captain of the 

team, an aggressive gal scurried around town and got a bunch of locals to play us.  She 

also located the mens’ hockey uniforms, and unknown to the opposition, we appeared on 

the ice, all nicely padded and looking like Amazons.  One of the teachers refereed the 

game, of course being very partial to the gals, and whole thing was hilarious.  The 

umpires fixed the score in our favour. 
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My Class at Bashaw 

 

 
 

One of the parties for the young people was a farewell to John McCutcheon who was 

leaving to take his Doctor's degree.  Little did I suspect then that he would become a 

good friend when we both lived in Lethbridge.  While in Eckville, I learned to ride a 

bicycle.  One lovely warm spring day, the Junior High teacher suggested that we borrow 

bikes and take a trip into the country.  We rose about ten miles, and built a small fire to 

heat our lunch.  We turned our backs on it for one minute, and when we looked back, it 

was racing across the flat of tall grass, already beyond our control.  I ran about a mile to a 

farm house to warn them about the fire.  The old farmer didn't get upset at all, and took 

his time locating some gunny sacks from the basement.  About the only comment he 

made was that he had tried to burn off that flat many times, but could never make it burn! 

By the time we got back, the fire had burned a jacket, a backpack (borrowed) and was 

heading very quickly for the bush. Fortunately for us, there were several small sloughs in 

which we could wet the gunnysacks.  We worked all afternoon in containing the fire, ate 

cold pork and beans, they cycled 10 miles back to town. We didn't make it public 

knowledge, in case two of their teachers might have been thrown into jail.  Our two 

boyfriends wouldn’t believe our story, so we made them drive us out in the evening to 

see the proof. 

 

WORKING IN BANFF AND CALGARY 

 

My loan from Bea was now paid off, but there wasn’t enough left for the business course 
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which I had chosen.  I got a job as waitress in the Paris Tea Room in Banff, at $35.00 a 

month, with low class accommodation in a cabin on a back street. (Just like a son and 

daughter a generation later!)  I lived on my tips, and when I returned to Calgary I had 

enough to pay the tuition at Henderson Business College to take typing, shorthand, 

business English and comptometer courses.  I made arrangements with the principal to 

excuse my absence from classes when I was called to substitute teach in the public 

schools.  During this period I had a visit from the superintendent who asked me if I would 

go on staff. I was not persuaded.  I had no trouble with the courses, and just as I had 

finished the theory, and approaching the speed classes, I ran out of money, so just had to 

get a job.  I was living in a $25.00 suite with a girlfriend, and the rent had to be paid.  A 

job came up quickly, and though I didn't like the set up at a Box Factory in East Calgary, 

again, I had no choice.  In six months I was looking for some way to get away from the 

dirty, dumpy office, and a big fat slob of a boss, when an opening came up at Coal 

Sellers, the head office of Alberta coal mines, right across 8th Avenue from Eatons.  It 

was wonderful to be back downtown again. Day after day, I would come home not a bit 

tired, and began to realize how hard I had worked as a teacher.  I thought there must be 

something wrong that it was so easy to earn my paycheque. So my new career started in 

1942. 

 

Though this was wartime, we all had a good time.  I lived in a small suite on 6th Ave. 

West first with Marjory Mair (Mackie) and later with Jean Glennie.  We didn't have 

much money, and there were no Canadian boys left around Calgary, so we dated the 

Navy boys from Tecumseh, New Zealanders and Australians in the Airforce and Army.  

Spare time was spent knitting for the boys overseas, and writing to lonesome brothers and 

friends, and working at Service Centres for the forces, dispensing information and light 

lunches.  We also arranged skating parties and hiking trips, etc. Because the local boys 

were away, a Stagette Club was formed for gals left behind.  It was a charitable 

organization, supporting a school for war orphans in Maidstrone St. School in England, 

along with many local charities in East Calgary. We raised money by sponsoring dances 

at the Palliser, and even put on the entertainment.  This was a group of lively intelligent 

young ladies who were well known in the city for their good works. and interesting 

projects.  There is still an alumni meeting once a months in their homes, just to keep in 

touch with one another. We walked everywhere we went, even at night.  The odd time 

someone would offer us a ride, but because of severe gas rationing, this meant only to a 

convenient spot from which we would walk the rest of the way.  Of course, we always 

walked to and from work. 

 

Somewhere along in these years, Wally and I started corresponding, so we caught up on 

the silent years that had passed between us.  He could not tell me much of what he was or 

what he was doing because of censorship.  His family also let me read his letters home. 

 

There were urgent calls for women who would do a man’s job, and at that time I was a bit 

restless in my present job, so I applied with the lmperial Oil Refinery, and was hired to 

do half time office work and the other half on what was called the podbelniak, a 

complicated chemical process to separate the components of natural gas and charting the 

results.  This entailed a three hour test during which time, because I was short, and it was 
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set up for a man’s height, I had to stand on a stool, with constant diligence following the 

process.  I did the job, but had to admit it was too strenuous for me.  I had to leave home 

from the Mission Bridge area where I was living with Marnie (Mackay) Robertson about 

7:00 a.m., and closing time was dictated by the length of the tests.  They could not be left 

to be completed the next day.  As well as the length of my day, the office work did not 

materialize, so I went back to the coal company and they rehired me. My job became 

more challenging with secretarial work in the A.M. for a Mr. Lovett of the Drumheller 

Mines, and the P.M. on the work I had been doing before, for Coal Sellers. 

 

WALLY’S RETURN FROM THE WAR 

 

And then it was 1945 and the end of the war.  I will always remember the first troop train 

that arrived back in Calgary, bringing the son of one of my bosses, Mr. Narraway.  We 

girls didn't leave the office, but could see the train from the window at my desk.
  
There 

was not a dry eye in the place. Not too long after that, a C.P. Telegraph boy arrived at the 

office with a telegram from Winnipeg.  I was totally surprised, and of course delighted, 

when I read that it was from Wally, telling me when he would arrive in Calgary.  After a 

long absence I wondered if I would even recognize him among the hundreds of other 

young men in uniform.  The Jamieson family were all there, and it wasn't difficult to find 

him, because with his officer’s hat, he stood above most of the crowd.  We were all 

stunned by his return, and just couldn’t believe that it was really happening after almost 

six years of war.  This was July 28, 1945 at 6:40 p.m. 

 

Wally was posted soon after to Wetaskewin.  Our romance revived after these long years 

of not seeing one another.  The European conflict had come to an end, but the allies still 

had to deal with Japan, so his next posting was to be in the Pacific.  We picked up our 

friendship on week ends when he would come to Calgary.  
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Wally in uniform, 1945. 
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Kay in 1945 
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On one very special weekend he was in town for a visit when the Japanese signed the 

peace treaty, following the dropping of the Atomic Bomb on Hiroshima and Nagasaki.  

Finally ending the war. The world was shocked, but relieved to know that it was all over.  

I had volunteered to work at the drop-in centre for the forces that day, so Wally came 

with me.  The city of Calgary was going wild, and 8th avenue was a circus.  We worked 

until about midnight, serving lunches and generally joining in the celebration.  By this 

time there were no streetcars running, so, as tired as we were, we had no choice but to 

walk home to cousin Ted Houghton’s home on the North Hill.  I remember I could not 

stand my high heels, so I walked the last few blocks in my stocking feet.  We celebrated 

together with a bottle of French champagne that Wally had “liberated” in France and had 

brought home from the war. 

 

 

MOVING TO TORONTO 

 

Prior to all this excitement, I was weary of wartime work in Calgary, my job became very 

routine, and I was restless.  I decided to move to Ontario to find work. I had chosen 

London, Ontario after learning that it had the highest average earnings in Canada, so why 

not aim high?  I resigned my job effective Oct. 1st. I was torn between the excitement of 

the move, and the vague possibility of our romance leading to marriage. Bit nothing had 

been said.  I was totally ready for marriage after working for so many years, but I got no 

sign that it was going to come about.  My two cousins were marriage with children, or 

had a career in business.  I could see that an ultimatum had to be made, so I wrote to the 

soldier to tell him the date I was leaving for the East.  He was on my doorstep that 

weekend, and he proposed.  His future was as yet uncertain, as it was not easy for 

returned men to find the right job.  My decision had been made, but as we know, Wally is 

not one to make a hasty decision.  He needed money and a job, so he suggested that I go 

through with my plan and we would set a date for a wedding in the spring if things 

worked out for him. 

 

So-o-o-o, off I went to Toronto on a one-way ticket with a few dollars to take care of 

myself until I got my first pay cheque from a job I was sure I could get. Sister Jean 

offered me a bed until I did, so Ted Houghton, who was meeting her husband Reg in 

Toronto on his return from the war, decided to travel with me. She was great company, 

and we had a fun trip on the train.  There were lots of servicemen on the train, and there 

was an atmosphere of optimism now that things could get back to normal. 

 

The first look at Toronto was a disappointment for me.  I had forgotten how much older 

that city was than Calgary, and the Union Station looked so old and grey and busy.  Jean 

was there of course to greet me. The first day I was out finding my way around 

downtown Toronto, answering ads in the paper.  One was asking for a secretary for the 

Y.W.C.A.  I was well received in an interview, but discovered that the job was not for a 

secretary in an office, but for a program director.  A Mr. Waldron at the Chamber of 

Commerce in charge of Ontario needed a secretary.  I went directly to the office on Bay 

Street, where I was given a trial typing test, a long two page letter over and over which 

was what we would call a form letter, but this office had a policy of each letter must be 
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an original.  My speed and accuracy was good, so I was hired.  I also was interviewed by 

the manager, who told me later that he hired me because he found western girls to be 

more dependable than the local ones.  The office was formal, no first names, and no 

fooling around.  We had a very limited coffee break, and often we didn't get away on 

time at the end of the day.  I really enjoyed this job, and I even got a bonus at Christmas, 

though it was against company policy.  When I later had to tell Mr. Mathews I was 

leaving in the spring to get married, he told me that he was disappointed, because I was in 

line for the top job when the present girl left. I had another opportunity when I was 

looking for a job.  There was an opening for a teacher in the West Indies, but I could not 

follow that up, because it was for a two-year term, and I didn’t want to delay our 

marriage that long.  Had things not been planned otherwise, I would have been very 

tempted to accept that position. 

 

 

RETURN TO THE WEST 

 

In the spring I packed my bags for Calgary where I could stay with Mom and Dad who 

by now had moved to Calgary.  I took the train by way of Lethbridge where Wally was 

now working.  It was with great apprehension that I neared that destination, wondering 

what I would do if, on seeing Wally again, I didn't feel any emotion. But the same old 

passion was there, as always! Our wedding date was set for Monday, June 17th, 1946.  

Edith and Eston were to stand up with us, and we asked the minister from the North Hill 

United Church to perform the ceremony in Mom and Dad’s front room.  I had bought my 

wedding suit in Toronto for a price of $51.00, which at that time was very expensive.  

Wally had a new grey suit, probably his first new one since getting out of uniform. We 

had to limit invitations to parents, but two sisters, Eleanor and Bea sneaked in.  I cooked 

the dinner and set up the table for the small gathering.  We had a three-tier wedding cake. 

 

Mother and Dad were pleased with their new son-in-law, though Dad commented that 

since he had never heard anything Wally had said, it was difficult to make a judgement! 

We had the usual speeches, all of them sincere and touching.  Photographs followed. 
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The Jamieson/Farries wedding, 1946. 
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The Jamieson/Farries wedding, 1946. 
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Marriage Certificate 
 

 

 
 

 

Much to Grandpa Jamieson’s disappointment, he didn' t have the chance to pull a prank 

on us, since Wally had parked the old Plymouth at a service station, and we took a cab to 

make our getaway, and were then off to Banff and points west.  We were driving the big 

family car, a 1929 model.  On the road to Banff, I told Wally I hoped he did not marry 

me for my money, since I had exactly $5.00 in my purse.  Our first honeymoon cabin was 

up on Tunnel Mountain. Our trip took us on a circle route by way of Radium, with a hike 

into Boom Lake on the way, then we worked out way south to Waterton Lake where we 

hired two horses and did the trip to Bertha Lake.  I wonder now how I managed to stay 

on, not having had much experience in riding. 
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STARTING LIFE TOGETHER IN LETHBRIDGE 

 

When we first lived in Lethbridge, we lived in a boarding house until we located a 

teacher’s suite for rent for the summer holidays.  We were there for that period and spent 

much of our time trying to locate something permanent.  We were living across the 

corner from a big three-story house which made me remark that surely there must be 

room for a young couple in that house, so that very evening Wally went over to talk to 

Mr. & Mrs. Caldwell.  Loo and behold, they had just that day received a sink that had 

been on ordered for months, which meant that they could rent out their attic.  Wally’s 

comment was that it was big enough to play baseball in, and he wasn’t far from the truth.  

It had a big open attic, with a bathroom on the third floor, with the kitchen on the second 

floor, and an entrance from the back yard.  We were ecstatic. The only furniture in it was 

an old bed and dresser painted a ghastly shade of blue.  We quickly got a screen to 

partition it off from the rest of the big room, and bought a kitchen table and chair set and 

a chesterfield and two chairs.  We were lucky to get a small electric frig, the first post-

war one in Lethbridge, only because Wally was in the appliance business.  This machine 

is now in Bea’s place at Harvey Heights, still going strong!  We did the washing in the 

basement, and of course hung it on the line in the back yard. While living there we made 

friends with the Peters who lived on the second floor, and the McCutcheons who were 

renters on the main floor.  This was the beginning of a long-lasting friendship.  John was 

starting his medical career, and they were also starting a family.  Over the next eight or 

ten years, either Helen or I, or both of us, were pregnant.  They ended up with four 

children, while we had three. Over those same years we had a wonderful time, working in 

a church group, attending and assisting in Sunday School, and on Sundays, leaving town 

after church for a day's drive and picnic, usually toward the mountains, often over Logan 

Pass down to Lake McDonald.  Once we were over that road just after it was opened for 

summer traffic, and drove through 29 foot snow banks cut through by the snowplow.  We 

have many pictures of kids throwing stones into the water, their favourite sport. 

 

The attic didn't require much housekeeping, so, in spite of Wally's comment that his wife 

wouldn't have to go to work, I got a job for the fall in the office for sugar beet 

employment, which was just a couple of blocks away. We lived in 'the attic' until Bob 

was born on December 17, 1947. We then had the opportunity to rent a house on the 

north side, with one condition, that we buy all the furniture, plus a black spaniel dog, a 

canary in a cage, and goldfish in a tank. It had a nice fenced in back yard with a garden, 

and the house was spotlessly clean. This seemed like heaven until winter set in, and we 

discovered there was no insulation in the walls, and frost collected on the inside of the 

walls about three feet above the floor on a cold night.  
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Bob coming Home for the 

first time. 

 

 
 

 
 

 

We were in the second-hand furniture business for awhile getting rid of those pieces we 

did not want to keep.  There was however, a solid walnut bedroom suite (which Margie 

now has), and kitchen table and chairs we used for years, and various other useful things 

we found in the dug-out basement.  The dog we fell heir to became so protective of Bob 

when he was sleeping outdoors that we eventually had to get rid of him. 

 

 

MOVE TO RED DEER AND BACK TO LETHBRIDGE 

 

Wally became restless, and anxious to own and operate his own business, so he took the 

opportunity of getting into a partnership with Sam Baxter in Red Deer.  We made the 

move and since we had no place to live, Bob and I moved in with Grandma and Grandpa 

Jamieson in Sylvan Lake. As time permitted, Wally and Sam nailed up some partitions in 

the basement of the partner’s home and 6 weeks later we moved in.  We had very little 

daylight from two small windows in a large room.  The bathroom was in the furnace 

room as well as a small bedroom.  We were happy there and Wally worked hard to make 

the business pay.  We were deluged with relatives on both side of the family, because 

Red Deer was the shopping centre for both families.  I did alot of baby sitting and serving 
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meals. We stayed with that job for about 10 months, but then decided to move back to 

Lethbridge. By then Wendy was due any time.  We made the trip to Lethbridge without 

problems.  Wally started an appliance business in a trailer, following rural electrification, 

selling appliances to farmers.  He was away a lot, but liked the experience and certainly 

got to know southern Alberta. Again, we were without a place to live, with the housing 

situation as bad as ever.  We had applied for a wartime house, the qualifications for 

which were overseas service and 2 children.  The building had started on 12th St. A. 

South, but it was to be almost four months before we got the 4th house on the block. 

 

In the meantime, dear brother R.D. and his wife Dorothy and their two sons, Edgar (now 

Bob) and Gordon opened their home to us.  The house had about 600 sq. ft., and we 

moved in with two babies.  Dorothy worked in Eatons, and the two boys were in school, 

so I was chief cook.  Three days after arrival, my labour pains started at 8:00 p.m., 5 

minutes apart, and Dorothy decided I should have my hair done for the event, so she 

washed and curled me up before we took off for the St. Michael’s hospital. This birth 

stuff was getting to be old hat! At 4:00 a.m. our dear little girl arrived, healthy and 

hungry.  It was September 22, l949. So there we were, six adults and two babies, with 

Bob very ill with what turned out to be Roziola, (measles in reverse), but once we settled 

into a routine, every- thing was fine.  We will be eternally grateful to RD and Dorothy for 

their hospitality. 

 

 

MOVING IN AT 12TH STREET A. 

 

Time and time again we drove over to 12th St. A. to see what progress had been made on 

the house, and Wally appeared at the office of Central Mortgage and Housing regularly to 

remind them how badly we needed a house and see how close to the top of the list he 

should be.  He finally decided to take drastic measures, so I took the two babies to Sylvan 

Lake to emphasize the fact that the family had been split up.  Finally, at about Christmas 

time, we were given a story-and-a-half house, #1114. Our furniture was moved in just 

before the New Year.  We spent New Year's Eve with our new neighbours, Art and Lil 

Krause. Though the yard was a disaster, with huge mounds of clay all around, the house 

look like a palace to us.  Two colors, beige and green had been used throughout, and we 

didn’t even notice how bold and dark the green was.  One of the first things we had to do 

was to scrape all the hardwood floor with glass to cover up the careless workmanship of 

the finishers. 

 

The  front street was as bad as the yards, and we watched a humorous scene one day in 

early spring when the utility trenches began to settle, and every vehicle that ventured up 

the street had to be pushed or pulled over the ditches. Getting settled in our new home 

and environment was such fun.  Gradually the houses on the block were completed and 

occupied, and we discovered it was to be a Model block of Wartime Housing.  The count 

of children at that time was about 50. Our three grew up in a socially active group, and 

had no real need for kindergarten. We put a swing set in the backyard, as well as a sand 

box, so our backyard became the local playground.  For years I supplied all the sand pails 

and shovels, until I decided it was time someone else took care of that, and believe it or 
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not, we then had more equipment than ever before.  The kids brought them and left them, 

because they intended to be back the next day.  The swings were busy from morning to 

night, even early on Sunday before we were up. 

 

 
 

 

 

Because all the parents were returned servicemen, we all started from the same level, i.e. 

very poor, with new jobs and kids to raise. There was a great sharing of tools and baby 

sitting.  The first spring activity was preparing our back yards for gardens. Before fences 

were built, Wally and Art Krause got a small tractor from Union Tractor where Art 

worked, and a hand plow from a farmer, and plowed the entire length of the block on 

both sides of the street.  A strange thing happened. All the people on the north side of the 

street planted lawns and flower beds, while on our side we all started gardens; so guess 

who supplied the vegetables.  The building company planted trees and lawns, so we had 

to keep a constant vigil on watering and keeping kids off until they could stand the 

traffic.  We were so glad to be rid of the clay which had to be brushed off snowsuits 

every day and dried out on the line. These were happy years, and we still remain friends 

with those who were our neighbours.  The kids went to Susie Bauden and their free time 

was spent in the coullies leading down to the Old Man River.  There was lots of 

opportunities for sleigh and toboggan fun, searching out gophers, salamanders, snakes, 

and even a young magpie (Clem) who stayed with us until the neighbours complained 

about the noise early in the mornings.  Neighbour mothers were shocked to hear that we 
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let our three take breakfast down in the coullies  by themselves. 

 

One memory I have is of the day Wendy came home late from school.  I questioned her, 

and she said she had been to a birthday party.  “But you didn’t have an invitation”  I said.  

Her reply was that she was taking the place of a friend who couldn’t go.   “But you didn’t 

take a gift!” I responded.  Her reply to that was that yes, she did, she took the friend’s 

gift.  That was the way it was. 

 

Margaret was born on August 14, 1951.  She fortunately was a very good baby, because 

that was probably the busiest year of my lifetime. 

Bob and Wendy, 1950. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Margie doing her version of 

the Maori war cry… 
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One spring morning while Margie was having her nap, Bob and Wendy asked if they 

could go sleigh riding in the coulees.  I agreed, but became concerned when they did not 

come home when expected.  I woke Margie up and bundled her into the little red wagon 

and started searching.  We followed their tracks up and down hills on the way to the 

river, never once sighting them.  As we came to the last rise, there they were, overlooking 

the river which was partly open water.  What a relief, and what a scolding they got.  As 

always, how could I get too angry with them, when at the same time I was so happy to 

have found them before they got into trouble in the river. 
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Picture of family circa 1953 
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Many memories of our time in Lethbridge include curling, church and Sunday School, 

Scouting for Bob, mixed bridge, Sunday drives over Logan Pass, picnics on the shore of 

Lake McDonald, music lessons, operettas for Wendy, community service for Wally with 

Civil Defence communications, short holidays with the tent and coolers - the only kind 

we could afford.  I well remember Saturday evenings, I would have the food and camping 

gear ready, and we would take off after dinner, or sometimes eat a sandwich on the way, 

and arrive in the mountains, usually Waterton Lakes, (Red Rock Canyon), pitch the tent 

in the dark, or even sleep under the stars before we owned a tent - with the three kids 

asleep in the car. We made the mistake one night of laying our sleeping bags in a 

depression, which filled with run-off from a severe thunder and lightning storm in the 

middle of the night.  We didn’t sleep much, but when the sun was shining in the morning, 

we quickly forgot our discomfort of the night.  Wally and I had used the old awning off 

the store for a cover, anchored from the top of the car to stones on the ground. We also 

did many trips through the Kananaskis country, years before there was a good road and 

all the campsites there are now.  Livingstone Falls was a favourite. The kids had their 

first chance to fish.  Years later, we were amused to visit the site again, to see the little 

trickle over the flat rocks which we remembered as a grand waterfall. 

 

Part of our time in Lethbridge, Wally made a living selling from a trailer, fitted with 

household appliances.  It was good experience for him, which paid off when he had the 

opportunity to go into the appliance business with Horace Barrett.  We bought our share 
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of the Barrett Jamieson Appliances store by selling an old Plymouth car, and from then 

on putting all profits back into the business.  Wally drew $300.00 a month as salary.  This 

fulfilled a dream of Wally's to own his own business; with a free hand to manage it.  

 

 

MOVE TO CALGARY 

 

We didn’t make much money in the business, but when the time came to close the shop 

and move to Calgary so that Wally could take a job with Taylor Pearson & Carson, we 

did at least have a down payment on a house.  This turned out to be a good decision, 

because we were close to the University.  The kids were then in grades 4, 6, and 8.  We 

were close to Col. Sanders Elementary School, and Col. Irvine Junior High School. We 

had a three day search for a house which we hoped to buy for not more than $14,000.00.  

A very patient salesman drove us around, and finally took us to 22 Thornlee Cr. N.W.  

Immediately Wally and I liked the house, and I suppose we were happy to be done with 

looking.  We bought it for $15,500.00, which included all window coverings and a desk 

in the kitchen which the owners regretted selling after we had signed the deal.  We fell in 

love with many features, one of which was the large patio at the back which we used to 

advantage during a very open fall. The view over the city was grand because we were on 

the side of Nose Hill, and all our furniture fit nicely into all the rooms.  We didn't have to 

buy anything new. In later years we added the fireplace in the living room, and Wally 

remodelled the girl's bedroom into a den, after they had both left home.  At the same 

time, we removed the south kitchen door, and in it's place built a china cabinet and space 

for a dishwasher.  A matching planter was also cut into the kitchen wall. 

 

We all attended Northminster Church until the three kids left home. I sang in George 

Brown's choir, and helped with the Sunday School, while Wally was an elder. Hazel 

Green brought me into the Calgary Ladies Curling Club in 1960 of which I am now a 

Life Member awarded for my service to the club.  At the time of writing this, I am going 

into my 31st year with them.  I am now approaching my 76th birthday and I also was 

awarded my 25 year pin. 

 

My scrapbook shows much of my curling story in pictures.  Because of pressure of 

business, Wally was not able to curl regularly until his retirement. 

 

 
A TEENAGE SON 
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In those years Bob was very active in scouting. One year he went to B.C. for a canoe trip.  

He was awarded the honour of passing all the tests, and came home with a special paddle 

demonstrating his success.  At this time, the canoes they had bought for the event were to 

go on sale.  Bob dearly wanted one of them but at the time it seemed more than we could 

afford.  We took some time to make a decision, and by that time Bob had given up on us , 

and was quite resigned to the fact that he would not have a canoe.  However, on second 

thought, we did decide to purchase one, and the evening Dad brought it home, Bob was 

torn between delight and anger, because, as he said, he had just, after all this time, 

become reconciled to not having a canoe.  We all had a lot of pleasure from this 

purchase.  It came to a sad end though; it was loaned to a couple friends who lost it in the 

swollen Bow River. 

 

Thereby lies another tale.  About a duck hunting trip down the Bow River for Bob and 

Wally.  They left the city in early afternoon and I was to pick them up at the river bottom 

near Carsland at 4:00 p.m.  Fortunately I asked Margie to come along with me.  When we 

got down the long river bank hill, there were a very few people there but no sign of a 

canoe.  There was still no sign of them by 7:00 p.m. We sighted a puff of smoke upriver 

from where we were waiting, which brought all kinds of disaster thoughts to our minds.  

We wondered if it was a smoke signal to us.  About then the last camper left and when 

they got to the top of the hill, they had second thoughts about leaving us alone down 

there.  We were considering driving home or at least to somewhere to alert the police.  

We were about to go, for it was well after dark, when along the hunters came, with none 

of the attitude of repentance that I expected.  I was completely exhausted and angry.  I 

well remember the speech I made. “Don’t you EVER, EVER, ask me to pick you out of 

this river again!” 

 

High School years were busy, with Bob and Margie skiing and Wendy in the Music 

Department which produced several good musicals.  Dad helped with the sound and 

lighting.  Bob was awarded his Queen Scout Badge along with five of his friends.  His 

Leader Tony Pearce is to be commended for the wonderful leadership he gave this group 

of boys. 

 

TEENAGER DAUGHTERS 

 

It is not uncommon for Mothers and Daughters to have difficulty communicating during 

the teen years.  There were periods when we lived in a frozen silence in fear of saying or 

doing the wrong thing that would further damage our relationship.  Wally and I set rules 

which perhaps were too stringent, but we did this because we wanted to shield our kids 

from some of the dangers of modern life, and also to make our home a haven when things 

might go wrong for them.  Perhaps we should have trusted them more.  And now that we 

are all grown up, and are such good friends, we can scarcely remember the strained 

atmosphere when the girls particularly objected so strongly to our rules. 

 

During one period of Wendy’s being grounded, she pleaded with us to let her go to the 

school to a basketball game.  We gave her permission on the condition that she be home 
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by 11:00 p.m.  That night we were entertaining our mixed bridge club, and when her 

deadline came and went, I became frantic, and thought the guests would never go home.  

When they did, I had to make a decision on what to do.  When they finally did go, at 1:00 

a.m., we talked it over together.  After fretting for some time, something told me to look 

in her bedroom, and there she was, fast asleep in her bed.  What a relief! Morning came, 

and I told her what agony I had suffered, and then she told me that she had come home on 

her deadline, and quietly went upstairs to bed. By this time I had cooled down, and could 

see the humour of the whole thing, and Wendy and I had a good laugh together.  That 

broke the ice, and things got better from then on. 

 

Margie was a good student, but at about the Grade 11 level she had thoughts of leaving 

school, probably a protest against our house rules.  We were startled by this, but did 

persuade her to stay with it through Grade 12. Then our doorbell rang late one evening, 

and when we opened the door, there was Margie and a rather inebriated young man (who 

inadvertently leaned against the doorbell).  They came inside and in the heated argument 

that followed, Wally lost his temper and told Margie she could just get out and stay out!  

That made me angry, and I made him retract that statement. I was not going to lose my 

daughter over this incident.  She did not leave. We encouraged her to go on to University, 

which may have been a mistake. Remembering how very much Wally and I would have 

appreciated the opportunity, we could not let her pass up what seemed a simple step, 

when we lived almost on the doorstep of the University of Calgary. During her 3rd year 

she became very restless, and wanted to move out.  She asked if we would help pay rent 

on a suite, which, of course we refused to do, since she had free room and board at home. 

She said she would apply for a student loan, but at the time Wally’s earnings were high 

enough to disqualify her application. However just shortly after that, Wally was without a 

job, so Margie jumped at the chance to be on her own, and she moved out. She was very 

faithful to repaying the government for her ticket to freedom. 

 

After working in the schools as a secretary for 12 years, I volunteered as a docent at the 

Glenbow Museum.  This brought to me an interest in Canadian history, and I did a lot of 

reading.  The whole program was a wonderful learning experience for me. I had three 

good years there.  My teaching experience was a help to me in conducting school tours. 
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In 1980, I helped to plan a homecoming of all the families who lived on the block in 

Lethbridge. We were astounded that amost 200 people turned up. There was great 

visiting and reminiscing.  We were very lucky to raise our family in such a wonderful 

environment. 
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In 1973 Wally and I decided to try a trip with the Trail Riders of the Canadian Rockies.  

It was probably one of the most exciting things we had ever done, so we continued to ride 

with them until about 1987.  After being initiated into that mountain group,  I decided to 

try the Skyline Hikers of the Canadian Rockies. I started in 1974, and the year following 

became the Secretary-Treasurer.  That was a wonderful experience, and I made so many 

new friends.  I continued to hike, in fact I am still doing it.  We both have Life 

Memberships in these organizations. I worked with the committee which wrote the 

Hikers history book, “100 Years of Trails and Tales”. 

 

I worked with Meals on Wheels for over 17 years.  I believe in that service. 
 
Someday we 

might need it ourselves. Up to this point in our lives we had done little travelling.  

However, our 25th Wedding Anniversary was coming up, and I started to promote a trip 

to Britain to revisit the sights Wally experiences during the war years.  Wally’s response 

was that we could do these things when he retired.  I was not prepared to wait that long, 

so I started saving some money, and sure enough, we could afford it in 1971.   This 

turned out to be probably the most exciting trip of our lifetime. When we went to buy our 

tickets, we first inquired about the COOP.  The price was right, but they announced that 

we must have been a member for at least six months.  This was a strange coincidence, 

because one day while shopping in their store I happened to ask what a membership 

would cost, and since it was minimal, I bought one.  In looking back in our records, we 

discovered that I had done this exactly 6 months to the day before we wanted to take the 

tour.  We were destined to go! 

 

We will never have a trip to compare with that one.  We took a month, in which we had 

28 days of sunshine.  We revisited so many spots which brought back memories to 

Wally, (some good, some not so good) and it was all so wonderfully new to me.  The trip 

included England and Scotland so had lots of variety.  We stayed in Bed and Breakfast 

places most of the time. 

 

So now we had the Travel Fever.  We did Hawaii, Eastern Canada, Barbados and 

Holland.  On the last one, we were invited as guests of the Dutch people to celebrate the 

Liberation of Holland by the Canadian Army. 

 

And then came Elderhostel.  We read about it in the Herald, and in a few years mustered 

the courage to try it.  Our first one was three weeks in Hawaii which turned out to be a 

fantastic holiday and learning experience combined, so we were hooked.  Following this 

one, we did the Florida Everglades, Mexico, (the Copper Canyon train trip), Nova Scotia 

where we learned all about Alexander Graham Bell, a trip to Jasper Park Lodge in 

January for cross-country skiing, Arizona, at the King's Ranch and the Mormon College 

there. 

 

The Hawaiian Elderhostel bears description.  The price was $210.00 each for one week.  

The first one was spent at Brigham Young University on the rainy side of Oahu.  The 

campus is situated at the back door of the world famous Polynesian centre which is 
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operated by the students on their off-study hours, to pay for their education.  The subject 

matter covered the Polynesian Triangle and we had passes to the Centre and the final 

dinner and show included. The second week we flew to Hilo on the Island of Hawaii, and 

stayed at the Hukila Hotel and took the courses at the University.  This course covered 

the Hawaiian culture and geology, emphasizing the volcano building of the island with 

changes in its form from the almost regular eruptions.  We saw the Kilawea volcanic 

cauldara at first hand. The 3rd week was the icing on the cake.  A young man Bill
 
packed 

14 of us plus four coolers of food into a van, and we did a circle tour of the island, having 

all our meals on the beaches and sleeping in motels.  The Kona side of the island was 

warm and beautiful.  Three nights in the area we were housed in an abandoned ranch 

which Bill was privileged to use. On the night of the sighting of Haley’s Comet, we got 

up at 2:00 a.m. to see the fuzzy fingerprint in the east sky. The whole three weeks were 

totally wonderful, having such a background of knowledge of the culture and geography.  

We added to that by visiting the island of Kauai, the Garden Island. 

 

When we registered for an Eiderhostel, we always allowed an extra week or two to do 

some exploring on our own.  We think it is an inexpensive way of seeing the world.  We 

first decide the area we want, then search the catalogue to find the right courses to take. 

 

There are always surprised  When we were in Nova Scotia, the Librarian took us back in 

the history of that area and their famous people.  She started to discuss a native son, who 

ended up in Ontario at Sudbury.  The story sounded very familiar to me, and especially 

when she related that this man had written a book, only four copies of which have been 

found.  I put up my hand, to say that I had book #5.  After the lecture, we spoke to her 

asking who we could contact to learn more about the McCharles forefathers.  We were 

directed to a garage a block away to speak to a Mr. McRae.  It turned out that his wife 

Lva was very interested in the family history, so we phoned her and were invited out.  

We drove to Middle River, and found out that she truly had a full family tree - even to 

our names. We had an interesting conversation, finding out where the original McCharles 

couple lived and were buried, and before we left, Lya gave us a copy of part of the family 

tree that indicated our relationship to the original couple who came from Scotland.  Our 

copy of the McCharles’ book, "Bemocked of Destiny" is now in my library. The first 

McCharles were buried in a little cemetery near St. Anne’s Gaelic College. 

 

FIFTY YEARS OF MARRIAGE 

 

It is not unusual that adjustments have to be made for a happy marriage. One thing I had 

to deal with is Wally’s (being a Scot) reluctance to be found wrong.  He did not want to 

make a commitment in case it turned out to be wrong.  In making a decision, or choice, 

he might feign politeness and turn the decision to me, so I had to take the blame if it 

turned out to be a bad one.  This also avoided his having to say  that he was sorry.  That 

happened very seldom in our years together.  He is a very shy and private person, once 

again because he is a Scot, and shows little sign of emotion when with others.  Our 

private lives were just that, private, and he never embarrassed me by talking about it to 

our friends. We have total trust in one another, and sometimes he seemed to think there 

was no need to communicate, even though that was what he was selling on his job. 
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During the five years he travelled across Canada, while I was here looking after his kids, 

home, and money, and getting through those years with three teen-agers, I would like to 

have heard from him more often. Perhaps the biggest adjustment I had to make, and I 

might say, I am still working on it, was his habit of leaving things to the last minute.  I 

know he had every intention of doing what had to be done, but never allowed extra time 

for contingencies, such as change of plans, or difficulties that were unexpected. I believe 

that Wally's first priority was his job, and I had to accept that. We have done a lot of 

adventurous things, some with an element of danger, but I was never frightened as long 

as I was with him.  He is super in an emergency, he always knew the right thing to do.  

 

I suppose it could be said that I was the promoter, and he was agreeable. This was  

evident when I thought we should start travelling.  He wanted to wait until our retirement, 

but I reminded him many times, that it was possible that by the age of 65, we might not 

have the health and the adventuresome spirit to do things that at that point we could 

handle.  I’m glad I was convincing, because our many trips were so extra-special for both 

of us. 

 

 

AND NOW, FOR THE FAMILY’S DIRTY LINEN….. 

 

One day in the future, one of our children or grandchildren will fall heir to a big linen 

lace-trimmed table cloth, with eight dinner size serviettes.  This tablecloth started its life 

in a castle on the estate of the Duke of Oldenberg in southern Germany which the 

Canadian army had taken over.  This, in the spring of 1945. The 4th Armoured Div. tanks 

had just moved across a bridgehead over the Rhine on a pontoon bridge which the army 

threw across. As they moved into Germany, Wally's M. Troup were temporarily housed 

in the estate.  It was a big stone mansion with stables, beautiful forest and grounds, re-

cently abandoned by the Germans as they retreated north.  In a big stone-walled 

storeroom which had been converted into garages, there were boxes of loot stored, which 

had been stolen from the low countries.  Opening these, they found bolts of fabric which 

looked just right for fresh sheets, to replace blankets that had been slept in for weeks on 

end.  The soldiers cut these bolts into sheet lengths for bedrolls, which served them well 

until they got home to Canada. 

 

At home in Sylvan Lake, Wally was packing his gear preparing to join the far east war.  

His mother recognized these sheets to be made from pure linen, and refused to let him 

use them in his bedroll.  She later gave us one pair, and I made good use of them, but not 

as sheets.  I later made it into a tablecloth, trimmed with lace, and made eight dinner-size 

serviettes to match. It is a real treasure, and it gets whiter and better with each washing. 
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THE LATTER PART OF LIFE 

 

Now, when I look back, I can say it has been a wonderful life. Adventure when I was 

young, a true love that lasted for 55 years, and lots of adventures with Wally in later life.  

And such a fine family. A son, two daughters and two young grand-daughters.  Can 

anyone ask for more? 

 

My Family 
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My love 
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And me 

 

 

 
 

Katherine Jamieson died at the age of 89, March 18, 2005, in Kimberley, B.C. 

 


